
Rainbow Class have been on a 
wonderful journey along the river 
Avon and stopping off at places of 
interest to discover a treasure trove 
of information about Bath’s 
history. As we meandered along 
the river, we explored science,

experimented in different art 
techniques and discovered

fascinating facts about design & 
engineering and 
geographical features.

A Note from Mrs Davis



We then moved onto learning all about 
the canals. We were fascinated
by the engineering involved in how locks 
work and learning about how and why 
canals were built. Canal boat art inspired 
us to make flowerpot sleeves and use 
layering techniques to make beautiful 
roses.
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Art: Canal Boat 
Painting
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Art: Canal Boat Painting



We started our Journey at Cleveland Pools, 
Bath's Lido, that is currently being 
restored. Whilst here we delved 
into Georgian history with a focus on 
fashion and architecture. We even made 
our own models of the 
Royal Crescent using recycled materials.

A Note from Mrs Davis



Art: The Royal 
Rainbow 
Crescent





Art: The Royal Rainbow Crescent



Georgian Fashion
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Georgian Crowns



Georgian Crowns



A Note from Mrs Davis

We designed our own 
swimming pools and 
experimented 
with mosaic design. It was 
here we looked at the artist 
David Hockney and practiced 
our brush stroke techniques to 
recreate the famous “Splash” 
painting.



Splash Paintings
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Splash 
Paintings
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We Stopped off at the Holburne Museum and Sydney gardens. We 
used Google maps to discover all that Sydney Gardens has to 
offer. We were fascinated by the Holburne Museum architecture and 
how it is completely different building front and back. During this 
week we created buildings that had contrasting designs at the front
and at the back. We designed our own parks and discovered 
the treasures that are held inside the museum itself. We recreated 
some of the artwork and made sculptures from clay.
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The Holburne Museum and Sydney Gardens
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The Holburne Museum and Sydney Gardens



A Note from Mrs 
Davis

Our next stop was the Bath Spa 
station and all things 
railways. We learnt about the 
first trains and how trains have 
developed and improved over 
time. We went on 
virtual train journeys using 
maps on the ipad and made our 
own train tracks from Lego.



Bath Spa Station



Lego Journeys
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We also discovered the river 
Avon itself. We relooked at 
David Hockey's artwork 
but took the theme of 
beautiful landscapes 
to discover how patterns can 
be made in oil pastels and 
water 
colour. We designed boats, ex
perimented with objects that 
sink and float and explored ho 
w the river is home to the 
most beautiful wildlife.
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Rivers and Landscapes
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Rivers and Landscapes



Painting Techniques



Our Journey ended in 
Bristol where we explored 
the SS Great Britain and 
then Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel and used the 
Clifton suspension bridge to 
think about structure and 
design but also how we use 
bridges to travel from one 
place to the next.
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Boats and Bridges
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We’ve had such an 
adventure in 

Rainbow class.



The Colour Monster



The Colour Monster



Making Rainbows
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Gardening


